
Wooden Banana
Real. Life. Memories.

- ALBUM GUIDE -



Hey, it's Mark, the founder of Wooden Banana. 

I'm dropping this simple guide, because, let's be honest, albums can
get a little confusing. 

What is Wooden Banana?
We make albums! We make albums because memories matter. We
make albums because we want you kids or grandkids to be able to
travel in time in 20 or 30 years. We make albums because that's the
best way to enjoy photography. 

Are the albums any good?
Good? Better, our albums are bananas! 

What should I know before I scroll down?
The key information is that our albums come in 4 different covers:
Selfoss Velvet, Dolomiti Suede, Canary Leather, Cali Natural Linen. All
our albums are printed on Fuji Crystal Archive DPII Silk paper. 

How do I order?
Speak to your awesome photographer. 



Selfoss Velvet
Inspired by the moss covered lava of Iceland.

Soft, luxurious, slightly shiny fabric 
that makes the album impossible to put down. 



Selfoss Velvet Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, own design, our design )
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Dolomiti Suede
Born from the love of advenure.

Kind of like a faux suede, but better. 
Soft, smooth, delicate and amazing to touch. 



Dolomiti Suede
Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, own design, our design )
foil embossing ( text, our design ) - gold, silver, rose gold, copper
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Canary Leather
Inspired by blues and browns of Canary Islands.

80% natural leather in timeless, ‘vintage’ and exclusive form. 
Incredible to touch, with slightly aged look and grain effect.



Canary Leather Personalisation: 
laser engraving ( text, your design, our design )
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Cali Natural
Inspired by Californian dream.

Natural, carefully selected, high quality 
durable linen. As one of the world’s oldest textiles, you can call it a classic. 



Cali Naural Personalisation: 
foil embossing ( text, our design ) - gold, silver, rose gold, copper
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Album Sizes

30x30cm
(12x12in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)25x25cm

(10x10in)

15x15cm
(6x6in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

38x25cm
(15x10in)

Minimum number of spreads / pages - 10 / 20
Maximum number of spreads / pages - 50 / 100



Bundles

30x30cm
(12x12in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

25x25cm
(10x10in) 15x15cm

(6x6in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

38x25cm
(15x10in)

25x25cm
(10x10in)

15x15cm
(6x6in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

20x20cm
(8x8in)

30x30cm
(12x12in)

30x20cm
(12x8in)

Large Square - one 30x30, two 25x25 albums
Medium Square - one 25x25, two 20x20 albums
Regular Square - one 20x20, two 15x15 albums
Large Rectangular - one 38x25, two 30x20 albums 



Personalisation methods

Laser engraving
Covers: Selfoss, Dolomiti, Canary
Method: text ( fonts below ), our design, your design

Foil embossing
Covers: Dolomiti, Cali
Color: Gold, Silver, Rose Gold, Copper
Method: text ( futura font ), our design



Fonts / laser engraving

Foil embossing is done with Futura Font 



Our designs for engraving and embossing

Your design
We're able to laser engrave most of designs, all we need is a high resolution file. If you'd like to gold emboss your own design please contact
us and we can make it happen.
 



Real. Life. Memories.


